MOVING GLOBALLY TRUST APML
We are a name synonymous with relocation in the country. We have gained a foothold in the region by rendering end-to-end moving services much to the satisfaction of our clients. Our three decades of experience have familiarized us with the nitty-gritty of packing and moving like no other player in the business. We have earned trust and validation of legions of satisfied clients whom we served with our heart and soul and who have made us a reliable household name. We have not only ensconced ourselves in India, but have also gone ahead to serve as many as 182 countries globally. Having been conferred the FAIM PLUS certification, APML is now a FIDI affiliate. Additionally we are a proud member of IAM (International Association of Movers), USA and have our patent/TM registered in USA, Canada, Europe, Australia and many more countries. We are backed by a robust infrastructure and well-connected network with advanced technology and industry’s most stalwart professionals, making us more confident than ever to come to the best service of our clients. We have transformed ourselves into a full-service moving company that takes up and pulls off both domestic and international relocation demands with equal technical expertise.

GROUP COMPANIES

- Agarwal Packers and Movers Ltd.
- APM Infrastructure Pvt. Ltd.
- APM Air Cargo Terminal Services
- APM Integrated Logistics
- APM Warehousing
- APM Highway Terminal (P) Ltd.

APML SERVICES

- International Moving
- Domestic Moving
- Warehousing & Virtual Warehouse
- Household Removal & Storage
- Contract Logistics
- Car Carriers
International Moving

- Our International freight services are affordable, reliable and always on time.
- We take all hassles and stress of your mind revolving around extensive paperwork and shipping formalities.
- We assign dedicated move coordinators to assist your entire move and also a special desk of experts to address your queries.
- Our international moving techniques are appreciated by our clients and peers alike.
- We set the benchmark with world-class packing materials that maximize the safety of your consignment coming with a sentimental value and minimize overall cost.
- We also serve you with quality storage facilities to store your goods for the time your move is underway with us.
- We offer you with ample peace of mind while assuring you of your goods in our safe custody and quick and easy retrieval from our storage facility right when you need them.
- We have suitable provisions for everything from a needle to heavy industrial machinery and several other items in between.
- Our fleets are padded and equipped with safety belts to keep your goods in place during the transit, making sure that your goods are delivered at the destination like they were picked up.
- Through our consolidated consignment services, we make sure your different types of goods travel together and arrive at the destination all at once.
- We measure our success with the smiles of our customers, and to make them even happier, we pass on to them the benefits accruing from a bulk buying contract with a shipping company, which also includes LCL or part loads.
- Eventually, this makes our 'A Class' service relatively affordable for our customers.
ROAD TRANSPORT

The vehicles of APML can travel to country-wide rural and urban areas, and even across international borders, so long as road and security conditions permit. No matter from where you want your consignment to be picked up and transported to, you would always be one phone call away from safe and reliable moving assistance via road transportation.

AIR FREIGHT

When you need safe and reliable shipping assistance at a lightning speed, our air freight services offer an ideal way to transport your consignment. And when it comes to international delivery, we custom clear your goods and deliver them at your doorstep, on the same day of arrival.

Note: Volumetric weight / Actual weight whichever is higher will be charged by Airline

Volumetric Weight: Length x Width x Height in Cm. / 5000 Actual Weight: in KGS.
SEA FREIGHT

We make smart use of volumes available with us to ensure affordable Sea Freight Services in every major trade lane between USA, European Countries, Canada, Far East Countries and others. With our wide network of professionals and strong connections in the shipping world, we are able to offer end-customers the desired flexibility and convenience to move their consignment over international waters.

Our representatives stay close to your shipment from pick-up to delivery, keeping you closely informed of its progress. We provide advice, technical assistance and supervision in order to guarantee safe delivery of the cargo.

**LCL (LESS THAN CONTAINER LOAD)**
- Ocean freight per CBM
- Origin Terminal Handling Charges per CBM
- Destination Terminal Handling Charges per CBM
- Container Cleaning Charges per CBM
- Delivery Order Charges per CBM
- Custom clearance against each shipment.

**FCL (FULL CONTAINER LOAD)**
- Ocean freight
- Origin Terminal Handling Charges
- Destination Terminal Handling Charges
- Container Cleaning Charges
- Delivery Order Charges
- Custom clearance for 20’ / 40’ / 40’ HC

**Note:** If the volume is less than 10 CBM it is advisable to sent the shipment through LCL, if the volume is more than 10 CBM than it is always advisable to send it through full container as there is flat rates for all the charges.
INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT FORWARDING SOLUTIONS

A freight forwarder can be a person or a company, that dispatches the shipment or arrange carriers as well as space for it for a third party; a third-party here can be a person, a small size business or well-established commercial firm. Freight forwarders organize transportation for the goods, within country, outside the country or both.

HERE ARE THE TOP 5 TYPICAL FUNCTIONS PERFORMED BY A FREIGHT FORWARDING COMPANY OR A FORWARDER

- Give recommendations to the exporter
- Perform freight shipping operation
- Documentation in International Freight Shipping
- Keep the Shipper Notified
- Send documents for collection

AIR FREIGHT

Fast Reliable Delivery worldwide at competitive rates.

Shipping your freight with APML air will keep goods moving at optional speed and efficiency along the supply chain. We provide the real-time, global tracking as part of our standard capabilities. Our global, door to door service include customs clearance and forwarding to interior points, as well as coordinating with our Network of Agents for on-forwarding cargo in the most cost efficient manner. Select APML Air, and you’ll get fast, efficient airfreight delivery worldwide.

Services Include:

- Flexible international air options from standard to expedited service
- Door-to-door and Airport-to-airport
- Global custom air charters
- Transshipment
- Consolidations
- HHG & Commercials (Packing / Move / Freight Forwarding) across the Globe Sea/air or Air/sea, Multimodal
OCEAN FREIGHT

A new standard of shipping for a new global environment

APML Ocean covers a wide spectrum of intermodal ocean transport for time-definite, door-to-door delivery of goods to any point on the globe based on long-term contracts with reliable carriers offering customized pre- and on-carriage arrangements. APML customers now have access to a logistics network second to none.

We Offer a Complete Suite of Services

With our APML ocean division you get complete professional service with our can do attitude. Our employees use the latest information technology & computer systems to manage your shipment through the delivery cycle.

Services Include:

- LCL/FCL movements
- Inbound and Outbound
- Vendor Consolidation/ De-Consolidation
- Charter/ Part-Charter Services
- Transhipments
- Shipment pre-planning
- FCL Contract Negotiation/ Management
- Cargo booking & pick up
- Point-to-Point Worldwide
- Dangerous Goods
- Break-Bulk
- Ocean Freight Forwarded/ NVOCC

Benefits

Flexible Schedules:
We contract with multiple carriers and work with all carriers on a daily basis to accommodate the requirements of virtually any scheduling task.

Fast Transit Times:
APML offers multiple sailing schedules per week and a variety of quality carrier options, adding to our ever growing network.

Competitive Pricing
As one of the biggest ocean transport intermediary, APML enjoys a leveraged pricing with many carriers. This leverage means you get the best value.
COMPLETE LIST OF 3PL SERVICES

1. General cargo Warehousing facilities
2. Just-in-time inventory management and distribution
3. Specialised team to handle HHG & Commercial Goods
4. Dangerous Goods (DG) storage
5. Bonded Warehousing
6. Inventory Management Systems and SAP integration
7. Pick/Pack
8. GPS Tracking of cargo

PROJECTS CARGO

Site inspection and project planning Route surveys and selection of reliable carriers Tracking and tracing with en route reporting Customs clearance Final stage delivery with closing report Freight Systems has a dedicated project department which offers innovative ideas and technical engineering services right from initial guidance to total project management and heavy lift transportation. Worldwide partners and a professional project team are the key ingredients to the company’s success as project and heavy lift forwarders.
CONTAINERS REQUIRED FOR ODC/COMMERCIAL SHIPMENTS

20 FEET CONTAINER  40 FEET & 40 FEET HQ  OPEN TRACK CONTAINER  OPEN TOP CONTAINER

PACKING STANDARD

PACKING IS AN ART “We believe safety comes with the means you use as precaution, no matter how small or how common the precautions is.”

SPECIAL PACKING  WOODEN BOX PACKING  VACUUM PACKING
CASE STUDY-1
Commercial Export International ODC Shipment
Hissar, Haryana to Jebel Ali, Dubai

CASE STUDY-2
Commercial Export International Shipment
New Delhi, India to Islamabad, Pakistan
We Move

HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS
The biggest challenge in moving personal effects is to ensure the safety of goods no matter if the move is just across the street, region, state, country or continent. We specialize in moving all sorts of household goods and delivering them in their exact pristine state.

COMMERCIAL GOODS
Are you into the business of export and import of commercial goods and materials? Then you must go for the right commercial moving company as safety of your goods must be your prime concern. We are well placed for the moving of any commercial goods and materials.

INDUSTRIAL GOODS
One of the most difficult times for any business is when they have to relocate their warehouse and production facilities. Whether you are moving your factory to new space or just moving a single piece of equipment to a different location, we can cater for you and welcome the opportunity to speak about any of your industrial moving needs.

CAR / BIKE
When you choose to move your car, you then want it to be shipped the way it was picked up from the origin. Thus to accomplish that, we proceed with car movements very carefully and make your car shipment 100% safe.

PETS
Moving pets demands special care and more attention than otherwise needed. Our considerate pet relocation services can help you comfortably move your pets anywhere across the world.

FINE ART
Fine art moving is one of the most delicate procedures that need to be accomplished with utmost care. Our method of Fine Art moving is discreet to a fault, making us one of the reliable movers for the job.
Moving Process
Certifications

- Proud member of FIDI
- Member of IAM (International Association of Movers), USA
- World Book of Records Holder, London (UK)
- 7 Times - Limca Book of Records Holder
- Zee Business - Dare to Dream Award-2018
- India Cargo Award - 2017
- HR-Value Creator Awards - 2017
- Company is awarded for Environment Conservation at National Level at 3rd India Road Transportation Awards, 2012
- HT - HR Leadership Award 2012 for incorporating “Best HR Practices & CSR in Logistics & Mover Industry”
- Pride of India – Excellence Transport & Logistics Award – 2012 at AITWA Convention

- Honoured by Her Excellency Pratibha Devisingh Patil (President of India)
- Awarded for being “Leader in HR Practices and CSR in logistics & Movers industry”
- Award and Citation presented at the CEAT-IRTA 2011 award ceremony
- The Mahindra Navistar Transport Excellence Award 2011 in the fleet owner category for Alternate Thinking & Driving Positive Change
- “World Spiritual Parliament Award” for Spiritual Development 2011
- Star Brand 2011 by the Indian Consumers
- “Transport & Logistics Business of the Year Award - 2010” in the Service sector
- “Business Sphere Award” 2005 at FICCI
Mr. Ramesh Agarwal (Chairman) and Mr. Ajay Goel (Sr. Vice President) along with Mr. Terry R. Head (IAM President) during IAM Meet - 2011 at DENVER (USA)

Mr. Ramesh Agarwal (Chairman) and Mr. Rajender Agarwal (Vice Chairman) presenting a welcome gift to Honorable President Smt. Pratibha Devisingh Patil.

Zee Business - Dare to Dream Awards - 2018

India Cargo Award - 2017

Innovative Practices Award by JK Tyre - 2016

Mahindra Transport Excellence Award 2012

3rd India Road Transportation Awards, 2012.

HT HR Leadership Award 2012
CSR Initiative

Driver Nindra Daan Kendra

As a CSR activity "APML" has initiated "APM Driver Seva Kendra" at Dudu, NH-8, Jaipur to reduce highway accidents caused due to insufficient rest taken by Truck Driver. For the last 2 years, this Kendra alone has been able to save 41 lives each month, while providing rest & sleep to more than 15000 drivers per month.

www.apmdriversevakendra.com

Beti Bachao Beti Padhao Campaign

In the support of Hon’ble Prime Minister’s "Beti Bachao Beti Padhao" national campaign, our Group’s Chairman, Shri Ramesh Agarwal has started a Bicycle Distribution program. On the 21st of every month, bicycles will be distributed to needy school going girls, so that they don’t face any difficulty in commuting to their school regularly. This campaign has been initiated by him in the memory of his mother, Mata Sunheri Devi, who always favored girls to be educated and self dependent.
Corporate Office: (NEW DELHI)
Opp. Crescent Public School,
Saraswati Vihar, Pitampura,
New Delhi - 110034
Mob.: +91 9310004321
Fax: +91 11 4506 3710
international@agarwalpackers.com

Regional Office (CHENNAI)
Agarwal Movers Centre, L- 36,
2nd Floor, 21st Street, Anna Nagar (East)
Chennai - 600102
Mob.: +91 9381844575
Fax: +91 44 2663 0380
international_chennai@agarwalpackers.com

Western Head Quarters (MUMBAI)
49/9, Eastern Chambers, Ground Floor,
128 A, Poona Street, Danabunder,
Masjat East, Mumbai-400009
Mob.: +91 9370948800
Fax: +91 22 23743605
international_mumbai@agarwalpackers.com

Circle Head Quarters (HYDERABAD)
5-9-58/1-15, Plot Number -702,
Babu Khan Estate, Basheer Bagh,
Hyderabad-500001
Mob.: +91 9390821276
international_hyderabad@agarwalpackers.com

Eastern Head Quarters (KOLKATA)
245/A, Block - J, New Alipur,
Kolkata - 700053
Mob.: +91 7044063321
international_kolkata@agarwalpackers.com

Regional Head Quarters (BANGALORE)
1|2nd Cross Lalbagh Road
Bangalore - 560027
Mob.: +91 9739444321
international_bangalore@agarwalpackers.com

Singapore Office:
18-05 (A) 1, North Bridge Road,
High Street Center, Singapore-179094
Mob.: +65 98175589, +91 9810647388
info@agarwalpackers.com.sg

Toll Free Numbers:
+91 11 8558 33 6001 Canada & USA
+91 11 1800 11 6001 India
+91 11 1800 11 5001 India

✆ +91 11 9300300300
© www.agarwalpackers.com®